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BROUSSARD CHAMBER OF COMMERCE LAUNCHES LEADERSHIP INITIATIVE 

Relance Acadie (Revitalize Acadiana): A Regional Think Tank Project 

 

Broussard, LA – October 16, 2019 - The Broussard Chamber of Commerce, with the support of 

COX Business, will convene a group of emerging leaders from across south Louisiana whose 

collective mission is to transform their respective communities. A strong focus will be placed on 

maintaining alignment with overarching regional economic development goals.   

 

Chamber of Commerce and Economic Development executives will focus on positively impacting 

our regional economy while offering a strong opportunity for emerging leaders to grow 

professionally.  The driving force behind this work will be a group of thought leaders with strong 

economic development backgrounds who will utilize a think tank model to identify common 

regional issues.  These thought leaders will choose one issue annually, challenge emerging leaders 

with diving deep into solutions around that common issue and guide the group in the 

implementation of solutions.   

 

Relance Acadie, sponsored by COX Business, will launch in March 2020. This is the first year of 

a four-year effort to develop a long-term, strategic vision for the revitalization of rural and 

suburban areas across a seven-parish area in south Louisiana.  The Relance Acadie program 

consists of monthly sessions held from March through December which are designed to develop 

and enhance critical leadership skills of leaders across south Louisiana.  The theme-based program 

creates a practical application forum where the curriculum is applied to build individual leadership 

skills and enhance group leadership capacities. The Relance Acadie program does not seek to 

replace or replicate other leadership programs, and the class will not duplicate efforts of other 

groups whose focus lies in similar areas.  Rather, educational exercises incorporated into the 

curriculum will have a foundation in research published by other groups and subject matter experts 

will play a critical role in the overall process. 

 

For more information, or to apply to participate, contact the Broussard Chamber of Commerce 

by phone at (337) 837-6001 or email at members@broussardchamber.net. 
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